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MELTING AND SHOCK WEAKENING EFFECTS ON IMPACT CRATER 
MORPHOLOGY; John D. O'Keefe and Thomas J. Ahrens, Lindhurst Laboratory of Experimental 
Geophysics, Seismological Laboratory 252-21, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 
91 125. 

The variation in impact crater morphology on planets is influenced by a broad range of 
parameters: e.g. planetary density, (p), thermal state, strength (Y) impact velocity (U), 
gravitational acceleration (g), ... The objective of this study is to determine the boundaries between 
the various crater morphological regimes and how they scale with the above parameters. 

We modeled the normal impact of spherical projectiles on a semi-infinite planet over a 
broad range of conditions using numerical techniques1. The scope of the calculations was defined 
so as to span the range of dimensionless parameters that characterize planetary impacts. These 
parameters are the inverse Froude number, ga/U2, inverse Cauchy number, Y/(p u2),  melt 
number, Hm/U2, and the shock weakening number, H S ~ / U ~ .  Here H, is the melt enthalpy 
(- 1010 erg/@, and Hsw is the enthalpy required to negate the planet's strength (-107-108 erglg). 

The crater morphological regimes have been described as simple bowl-shaped, flat-floored, 
multiple-ringed, central peak, and central it2. In the case of simple bowl-shaped craters, the P strength of the planet arrests the growth of e crater and is the dominant factor in its shape. In all 
of the other regimes, gravity arrests the growth and results in a rebounding of the depth and a 
collapse and propagation of the crater lip. Multiple rings, peaks, and pits evolve after the 
rebounding and collapse and are a result of the interplay between the gravitational and strength 
forces. The planetary strength is altered by the impact process. The strong shock wave melts, 
thermally weakens and fractures the planetary material. We have modeled the melting and thermal 
weakening and recently, Asphaung et a1.3 are addressing fracturing. We have determined the 
consequences of these effects on crater morphology scaling using the formalism of Holsapple and 
~chrnidt4. Using the result of calculations, we determine the melt layer thicknesslcrater diameter 
( T d d )  for simple and complex bowl-shaped craters. From numerical calculations, we find that the 
quantity Tm/d is dependent only upon the material properties and scales as [Y/ (pHrn)]-0.28. The 
relative melt layer thickness for craters that are dominated by a shock weakening scale as 
( ~ m / H ~ ~ ) - ~ - 8 .  For gravity dominated craters, and a given crater diameter, Tm/d = ( ~ , / ~ 2 ) - 0 . 2 8 ,  
so that the relative thickness increases with velocity. In the case of weak planets, melting and 
thermal weakening is not a determinant of the crater size. The boundary between craters that are 
dominated by the intrinsic strength of the planet and those that are dominated by the planetary 
material that has been weakened by the shock, was determined by establishing the scaling laws in 
the two regimes and solving for the boundary (see figure 1). In a like manner, the scaling law for 
gravity dominated craters was determined and the boundary between the gravity, and the strength 
and shock weakened regimes was found to be (ga/U2) = 165 [(Y/(p u2)11.28/ {1+0.93 
[(Y/(p ~2)0.28] [(Hsw/U2)-0.281 }1a28 and is plotted in figure 1. Shown in figure 1 is the gravity, 
strength and shock weakened regimes as a function of the g a / ~ 2  and Y/(p ~ 2 )  for various values 
of ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 2 .  The bound between the strength and shock weakened regimes is a vertical line that "r is independent of ga/U and is only dependent on the value of Hsw/U2. When there is no 
fracturing, then the shock weakening number is equal to the melt number. In the case where there 
is fracturing, then the enthalpy to fracture can be as much as three orders of magnitude less than the 
melt enthalpy and thus can significantly move the boundary to the right. Similar arguments hold 
for the transition between the gravity and either the strength or shock weakened regimes. That 
boundary is a function of all the parameters. In the case of very weak planets (Y/(p U2) <<lo-6), 
transition becomes independent of the Hsw/U2; in the other extreme for very strong planets 
(Y/(p u2)>> the boundary is independent of the planetary strength and is only a function of 
the H S W / U ~  or the region weakened by the shock wave. The gravity-strengthlshock weakened 
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boundary can be shown to be a function only of Y/(p g) and Y/Hsw, and that it scales inversely 
with gravity5 and is independent of impact velocity except for planets that have rate dependent 
materials such as the icy satellite&. 
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Figure 1. Crater morphology regimes as a function of (Froude number)-1 and (Cauchy numberY1 
for various values of the shock weakening number 1. 
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